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Underground Primary Replacement

does not have to be a nightmare...
   

We have a solution!

MED, like many electric utilities, has miles of direct-buried URD cable that has been in
the ground for years and must be replaced to prevent neutral loss and extensive customer
outages.  Most of the bad cable is located in residential neighborhoods where trenching
for new cable is not a reasonable option.  Directional boring is an option but one for
which costs can potentially spiral out of control.  MED, knowing that the bad cable
situation would only get worse, began to look for a successful approach that would serve
as a pattern for multiple replacement projects that they were preparing to face in the
near future.

Steve Sax, General Manager at MED, enlisted the help of Clint Smith with Reliance Energy
Consulting in the development of this new strategy.  Working with MED's engineering and
operations staff, Clint formulated a plan of attack and MED made the decision to proceed
to the next step, the bidding process.  All parties involved were convinced that, central
to any hope of success for the plan, was finding the “right” construction contractor.
Having a consultant involved at this point in the process was especially valuable in that
the team was able to draw upon the past experiences of other utilities that had seen
some level of success (and failure) in work of this sort.  

Once the contract and bid specifications were framed up and a list of qualified bidders
was assembled, the invitations went out.  Using a web-based bidding process developed
by Reliance, MED received and analyzed the bids and selected Advanced Power & Lighting
on a three-year unit contract basis.   AP&L began their first reconductor project at MED in
late fall of 2008 with Reliance in charge of overall project management and MED crew
leader Tony Brown with oversight of switching and coordination.

Using the eJobsite 
tm  project management product by Reliance enabled the team to

communicate effectively throughout all facets of the daily work.  AP&L demonstrated
their ability to deliver the finished product ahead of schedule and under budget. To date,
AP&L has completed three major reconductor projects, including the installation of some
25,000 feet of primary underground cable in duct, as well as several small side projects.
All project parameters have been met completely or exceeded and MED has called the
strategy a “home run”.    


